This paper aims at exploring new methodologies to make the practice of medical translation more interesting and stimulating for language students. It is based on two third year courses held at the University of Parma (Italy), for undergraduates reading modern languages. The courses made great use of audio-visual materials, which translate intersemiotically and often, intralinguistically, the language used in specialized domains. The original and dubbed versions of some of the most popular television series whose focus is, precisely, the language of medicine (namely House M.D. and Scrubs) were the basis for a series of activities aimed at helping students approach the study of medical translation for the first time.
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Introduction: a "humanistic" approach to specialized translation
In our globalized world, where societies are shaped by important migratory flows, issues of translation have become more and more pivotal. In particular, the field of specialized translation has increasingly acquired greater importance. On the one hand, in fact, English is often considered the main lingua franca of specialized communication (particularly in the medical field, since most of medical books and journals are written in English). On the other, in our societies migrants need, on a regular basis, translation services for both legal and medical purposes among others. Indeed, although specialized languages were born as the expression of particular groups of professionals in specific areas of study, and their translation was therefore mainly directed to other specialists, in our contemporary world speakers often come across and need specialized languages in their daily lives too.
As a consequence, very often, the practice of specialized translation posits itself at an intersection where two different areas of translation theory overlap. On the one hand, translators are in fact required to translate interlinguistically (Jakobson 1959 ) the language of medicine, with all its peculiar lexical and morphosyntactic features; on the other, they often have to translate intralinguistically (Jakobson 1959 ) that same language, in order to make it more comprehensible for all the people involved in communicative exchanges. And this holds true both when the translations required involve written texts, and when they rely on spoken language, that is to say when simultaneous and/or sequential interpretations become necessary, for example in hospitals, counselling centres and so on.
As discussed in detail elsewhere (Canepari 2013; 2017 & forthcoming) , this aspect is in actual fact at the very core of the process of popularization that has become increasingly important in our contemporary world, and it is indubitable that the new media have contributed enormously to this practice. Indeed, the intralinguistic translations provided by popular programs of various kinds (from television series to documentaries) -together with other products available on the internet -lay emphasis on various aspects. On the one hand, these programs and products can make the public aware of some of the linguistic features that specialized languages take in their various national forms, since most of these products are translated audio-visually in order to be exported to various countries. As a result, within the field of medicine, viewers are often confronted with acronyms, compounds, words of classical origin etc., typical of medical language. On the other hand, these products implicitly address the various social, cultural and philosophical issues which are closely connected to the notion of a wider sharing of information and the implementation of more democratic forms of knowledge which, in turn, could help subjects achieve greater control over their lives, both within and, in the case of migrants, outside their national borders.
The interest in Language for Specific Purposes and their translation cannot therefore be conceived simply as a stimulating academic field of analysis, but also -and more importantly -as an increasing necessity which has many practical repercussions. In this sense, the teaching of specialized translation is acquiring greater importance and should be aimed at the formation of professional figures able to rise to the challenges of contemporary society, and at the education of citizens of a world which is both progressively specialized and increasingly intercultural. Thus, also within specialized domains, the notion of cultural mediation becomes paramount and should integrate the different levels of culture originally identified by Hall (1959) and later re-elaborated by Brake et al. (1995) among others: from the specialist and technical to the invisible ones. This is the reason why, in recent years, even the focus of medical education per se has shifted considerably, leading to the birth of the inter-and multidisciplinary field we refer to as Medical Humanities, where the arts, the social sciences and the humanities proper intersect. The main aim of this field is notably to offer all the subjects involved in the medical process the necessary tools to understand both disease and health, placing these conditions in a social and cultural context. In the attempt to favour a greater empathic understanding of the Subject him/herself, of the Other and of the therapeutic process, Medical Humanities therefore encourages professionals to explore cultural notions of health and illness; the physical, psychological and emotional impact illness can have on both the patients and the people around them; the metaphors which different cultures exploit to describe the illness and the therapy it involves, etc.
The kind of translator Medical Humanities calls for, therefore corresponds to a new figure, one that might bring together the specialization required by the field with the willingness to approach the patients, their families and their loved ones, not only as patients but as whole human beings. Indeed, in order to counteract the objectification and otherization of patients enacted by medicine during the course of centuries through the "medical gaze" of doctors and their language (Foucault 1961 (Foucault & 1963 , Medical Humanities attempts to turn the patient, once again, into a Subject (see for instance : Bleakley 2015) . Naturally, since an accurate and effective communication is essential and, within the field of medicine, absolutely necessary to safeguard the patients' safety (Hull 2015) , language proficiency and precision for both professionals and translators/interpreters is inevitable. However, as Sanchéz-Reyes maintains, there is a need for an "ongoing revision of methodological approaches in the ESP context " (2011: 231) . This, naturally, in order to form better medical staff but also, as it is my contention here, to form all those professionals who are not directly involved in a medical profession, but whose aid is often essential in medical contexts, namely specialized translators.
Indeed, it is true that the features of monorefentiality and absence of ambiguity typical of specialized languages (see Gotti 2005) often enable translators to opt for an adequate lexical equivalent. Yet, according to the situational context and to the participants in the communicative act, other strategies might become necessary, in order for translators to act as cultural mediators whose work is informed not only by technical knowledge but also by cultural awareness. After all, as Newmark (1988: 151) maintains, technical translation is primarily distinguished from other forms of translation by terminology, although terminology usually only makes up about 5-10% of a text.
In actual fact, within the field of specialized languages in general, the focus on terminology has long since been recognized as only one of the many skills translators and interpreters need to possess. And this appears particularly true in a field such as medicine, where issues of life and death, pain and suffering are often at the centre of many communicative exchanges between doctors and patients. The idea that the translator should always be ready to put him/herself in the place of the Other, together with the many social, cultural and ethical issues raised by the television series under study (the homeless, alcoholism, drug addiction, single parenting, euthanasia and so on) thus help students reflect on some of these aspects, which often appear paramount in our societies too. In actual fact, the research conducted by Mureşean et el. equally suggested that introducing controversial topics in the EMP class is highly beneficial, in that it gives students the possibility to develop their medical English language skills, their oral and written communication abilities, and their critical thinking skills (Mureşan et al. 2016: 172) , while encouraging their reflection on the way different cultures may approach some of these notions, on the implications they might have for the patients and the people around them.
By doing so, students are encouraged to develop their Higher Order Thinking Skills (Bloom 1956 ), essential in the formation of every individual. Indeed, whereas the students who remember and simply understand information might be said to practice the Lower Order Thinking Skills, students who make an effort to understand the reasons why certain things are the way they are, the consequences this entails, the way certain things work, etc., are encouraged not only to learn new information, but also to evaluate and assess it, connect it to previously acquired knowledge, and learn to use it in future situations. This is the reason why through the kind of approach outlined here, it becomes possible to stimulate the growth of students not only from a purely linguistic perspective but from a more holistic one, pointing to a change in the way we consider specialized translation. Naturally, the formation of such a professional figure should be conceived as a long term goal of translation degrees and cannot be compressed in the 36-hour courses on which this paper is based. This perspective, however, should inform the syllabus of individual teaching modules and the course catalogue of Courses in Foreign Languages. Indeed, even during short translation courses such as those described in this article, translation teachers can offer some input in this direction and, especially if the course represents the first approach to medical translation on the students' part, build the basic knowledge and competence which learners will be able to improve throughout their following professional career and their lifelong learning experience, which, as well known, is encouraged by the European Union since 2000 (see for instance the Lisbon European Council and its Strategy mandates: Commission of the European Communities 2000; the Lisbon Strategy mandates 2010, renewed as "Education and Training 2020") and UNESCO itself (UNESCO 2014) (see also Aspin 2007, among the many) .
From this perspective, the use that teachers can make of television products to arouse students' initial interest in medical domains and rise their awareness both from an interlinguistic and an intercultural perspective appears very stimulating.
Aims, methodology and material
This paper thus aims at presenting some of the activities carried out during two introductory courses to demonstrate how television series such as House M.D., and situation comedies such as Scrubs can be analysed by students both in the original and dubbed versions and exploited in order to approach medical translation during a course aimed at non-specialists. The students attending the courses were not, in fact, medical students, but undergraduates reading modern foreign languages, who initially had a C1 level of English. The courses were held during the second semester of 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 , and extended from February till May for a total of 36 hours of lessons in presentia. The attending students were, in both academic years, approximately 100, and during the courses they were required to add 114 hours of individual study.
Since students were attending their third year, it was taken for granted that they would be able to use CAT tools, consult other sources of information such as reference, specialized corpora and parallel corpora, and know how to carry out frequency lists and concordances.
Having demonstrated the usefulness of popular products in teaching specialized languages elsewhere (see Canepari 2016; 2017 & forthcoming) , this paper investigates the possibility of exploiting these products strictly from a translation point of view, in order to outline a path of research useful in the creation of a medical translation syllabus capable of accounting for the complexity of both specialized translation and the world in which the students, as translators, will be required to perform.
The decision to use audio-visual materials was based on the acknowledgment of the fact that "video aids learners' comprehension of English" (Stempleski 1987 ) and the idea that this modality could thus be fruitfully adapted to a new context, namely specialized translation. Indeed, the notion of videos as facilitators of the mental process has gained large consensus among language teachers and trainers (see for instance: Stempleski & Arcario 1992). As Tomalin recognizes, videos can in fact become highly motivational (1991) and, as Stoller maintains, can be used as "effective springboards for other classroom activities" (1993: 3), providing the background information and additional stimuli for subsequent activities.
As this paper suggests, despite its conciseness, the activities were very diversified and involved using various aids (videos, illustrations, charts etc.) in an attempt to motivate students and help them focus on different aspects of the translation process. Thus, on the basis of the videos they were required to watch, students were asked to fill in tables, create diagrams, solve puzzles, perform role-play, find extra-materials etc.
Various neuroscience studies have actually demonstrated that "significant increases in learning can be accomplished through the informed use of visual and verbal multimodal learning" (Fadel 2008: 12) . In point of fact, presenting elements in more than one sensory mode (visual, audio, written) , and designing activities that involved different skills on the students' part (reading, listening, written/spoken production, translation, corpora consultation etc.) improved their attention, made complex information such as specialized language and interaction easier to comprehend and helped them consolidate their knowledge.
In addition, because it can relate to "the specific perceptual and cognitive strengths of different individuals" (Pashler et al. 2008: 109) , the multimodal and multimedia (Mayer 2009 ) approach described here resulted in a very positive learning performance.
Indeed, the responses obtained by the students attending the courses on which the article is based suggest that, if effectively adapted by specialized translation teachers, these products can become useful tools in a learning context. This, as discussed below, is confirmed in spite of the fact that Italian dubbed versions often present a less specialized approach and tend to amplify, substitute and relexicalize some of the specialized terminology used in the original filmic texts in order to originate more popularized goods.
As the paper illustrates, the teacher' s creativity in adapting the material at his/her disposal and envisaging possible activities that would be useful in the teaching (and learning) of medical translation becomes essential, and can result in stimulating course work.
The popularization of medical language and its benefits in a learning environment
Television products which involve intersemiotic (Jakobson 1959 ) translation and adequate use of the specialized language(s) of medicine, have always had a strong presence in the organization of television schedules and their number has recently increased notably. Indeed, since the 1950s, television has released new medical series on a regular basis (see for instance City Hospital, 1951; The Doctor, 1952; Dr. Kildare, 1961; General Hospital, 1963; M*A*S*H, 1972; St. Elsewhere, 1982 , to name a few), and from the 1990s onwards the number of medical dramas aired on television has increased at an impressive rate. To give just a few examples among the many, we can mention: Chicago Hope, 1994; E.R., 1994 L.A. Doctors, 1998; Crossing Jordan, 2001; Scrubs, 2001; House M.D., 2004; Grey' s Anatomy, 2005; Private Practice, 2007; and so on, up to the more recent Chicago Med, 2015 and The Good Doctor, 2017. As discussed in detail elsewhere (Canepari 2013) , in this context, the notion of intersemiotic translation has to be understood in rather broad terms, in so far as, contrary to what happens for instance in the field of literature, where novels are often translated (more or less faithfully) and adapted to films or television series, in the field of specialized languages it is very difficult, if not impossible, to find particular books translated into specific audio-visual goods. In this sense, we could identify the source text which is adapted in audio-visual products with a form of language that, with all due caution, might be compared to the archi-writing of Derridean memory (Derrida 1967: 60) , namely that form of generalized writing from which, according to Derrida, all the other forms of language (including spoken language) derive. Clearly, this is not the place nor the time to discuss the notion Derrida discussed in his seminal work De la Grammatologie in order to deconstruct the metaphysics of presence he saw inherent in Saussure' s distinction between signified and signifier and the privileged status granted to 'speech' (that is logocentrism). This notion, however, might become useful to conceptualize the idea of 'specialized language' as understood here, namely as a language which does not coincide with the particular language used in a specific text, but with a more, almost 'atavic', essence of (specialized) language and text, intertextually composed of different extracts which originally belonged to different works. It is precisely this specialized archi-language, which is referred to, exploited and inserted in written, audio and audio-visual materials and which is translated constantly in order to be adapted to the new media in which it is used.
Hence, from this perspective, the materials and textual types which appear to translate specialized languages -and which can be exploited in a learning environment -are innumerable. Furthermore these (audio-visual) texts are easily retrievable, and often coincide with products which are 'popular' not only in terms of the less specialized use of language they make, but also because they are frequently highly rated by the students themselves, who know and appreciate them outside their academic environment. As a consequence, the inclusion of these products in a syllabus can clearly help the learning process, turning it into a more motivating experience, rendering specialized languages less abstract and, as a consequence, facilitating the comprehension (and subsequent acquisition) of specific notions, structures and terminologies. Indeed, since second language learning is often hindered by affective filters (Dulay & Burt 1974; see also: Krashen 1981; Arnold 2001) , the lowering of these filters by resorting to these series might result in more effective courses. Naturally, the teaching (and learning) of ESP cannot be considered equivalent in toto to the teaching (and learning) of English as a second language. However, by adapting to specialized language in general Tiersma' s statement, according to which "[specialized] language and ordinary English are, in a sense, two different languages […]" (online), and by considering the fact that the activities presented here were directed to Italian students of English, it is indeed possible to identify features that are shared by both domains.
The exploitation of audio-visual materials actually renders the learning environment more natural and more engaging, also from an emotive point of view, for both students and teachers. The relevance and importance of these aspects has been repeatedly emphasized since the early studies of Krashen & Terrel in the late 1970s, and also in recent approaches to second language teaching and learning (see for instance Muñoz 2006, and Balboni 2013 among others). Clearly, this setting is not 'interactive', in that the receiver can only remain outside the filmic narrative as an extra-textual interlocutor who does not share the same context and cannot interact with the other characters that appear on screen. In spite of this, by using this methodology, the students are confronted with the spoken language of the filmic text rather than being simply presented with a printed text and they can observe actual people using specialized language in a "natural" (albeit fictional) environment, and through various types of activities can engage with those languages and project themselves in similar settings. In a way, then, this kind of approach manages to simulate a natural situation, creating a sort of 'authentic (albeit fictional) environment' within the classroom. By reproducing some of the dynamic and transient nature of the spoken word, in fact, this language can be seen as a closer imitation of actual orality, and while losing, since it is used in fictional situations, the reliance on clues other than the linguistic ones in order to decipher the message (Chafe 1982; McCarthy 1998) , it can be considered as helpful in the creation of 'close to life' situations, with which students might empathize. As Shrosbree (2008) maintains, in fact, videos provide that environment which is usually absent in a traditional classroom, and can therefore improve the learning process. Clearly, teachers should remember that for students, spoken language is, even in non-fictional situations, often more complex to grasp due to its grammatical intricacy (Halliday 1985; Crystal 1996) , its structure (often characterized by false starts, sudden changes in topic and morphosyntactic structures etc.) and, generally speaking, the ephemeral nature of the spoken language itself (in that the spoken language of television does not allow receivers to stop, go back, start again etc., all actions which are on the contrary possible when faced with a written text). However, by encouraging students to rely on the new technologies -which clearly contains these difficulties, further blurring the boundaries between one textual type and the other -these problems can at least partially be overcome: by using DVDs, episodes available on the internet, or videos which teachers can create by extracting scenes from audio-visual products, students can in fact stop and go back to listen again.
Obviously, because of the very nature of these products, many of the features that determine the special (and specialized) status of the various languages which compose the macro-category of English for Specific Purposes, undergo various transformations during the process of intersemiotic translation through which they are adapted to the new medium. In these forms of edutainment, in fact, specialized languages are regularly subjected to processes of intralinguistic translation too, since this process of adaptation is based on the assumption of a less specialized interlocutor. As a result, the language viewers are confronted with when watching this kind of television show, often appears much closer to everyday speech and writing than actual, specialized language. Although this aspect must be discussed with students in order to make them aware of the transformations that the specialized language of medicine might undergo when the purpose of the translation product is to entertain. As suggested below, it could be turned into a learning opportunity by becoming the basis of future activities. Furthermore, it actually can represent a positive boost from a psychological perspective as it presents materials students are likely to know already, and that they can therefore perceive as familiar, which limits the overwhelming sense of frustration non-specialist students might feel when faced with specialized language and translation for the first time,
For reasons of space, this article cannot address all the issues that this type of analysis raises, but some of the more relevant aspects in terms of the topic and the aim of this paper will be taken into consideration.
For instance, when approaching television series such as House M.D., it appears evident that some of the specialized terminology and some of the main characteristics of medical language are represented in audio-visual products too. This is why rather recent products were chosen, since the series produced in the twentieth century (even those released during the final decades, such as E.R. or Chicago Hope), were characterized by a more naïve use of language and they seldom distinguished themselves for their linguistic accuracy. On the contrary, partly because of the demands for a more democratic sharing of knowledge the audience put forward at different levels, 1 recent series (including situation comedies), distinguish themselves for their level of precision. This evolution is also evident in the field of legal pathology and forensics -specific branches of the macro-category we broadly refer to as medicine, and which are regularly included in the medical curriculum (Jentzen 2009: 75) . However, contrary to other sub-genres such as infectiology, oncology, pediatrics and so on (which often constitute the focus of individual episodes of the same series), the languages of pathology and forensics are often at the centre of different series altogether. Since their language is a particular sub-genre and 1. Let us think, for instance, of such phenomena as Plain English Campaigns or fansubbing, which originate precisely from the desire of the general public to be more in control of their lives.
belongs to the category of English for Medical Purposes, it should therefore be addressed, albeit succinctly, in a syllabus devoted to the study of this language and its translation. In this case too, then, the didactic approach outlined here can be adapted to this need, by referring to at least one of the many television series which focus on this specific area of study (for instance Crossing Jordan, 2001 CSI, 2000-in production; or Bones, 2005-in production) . The varying degrees of specialization (or popularization) that can be observed in the products mentioned above, might help bring to the fore and discuss two areas of study. The first point of discussion would be the way in which fictional representations of Medical Language have evolved, becoming increasingly precise and specialized and thereby suggesting important considerations on social and sociological aspects of contemporary society. Secondly, it would be useful to discuss the way in which specialized languages have evolved and are developing, from a chronological perspective. Indeed, it is important that students should be aware of the different approaches to specialized languages in order to understand how the Target Situation Analysis (Munby 1981 ) and the Learning Centred Approach (Hutchinson, Waters 1987) have come into being. Furthermore, it would be useful for them to see how the approach set out by the inter-and multidisciplinary field of the Medical Humanities can impact the way specialized languages are used, represented, learned and translated.
A brief account of the coursework
Clearly, in more recent products too, many of the features which characterize the specialized language(s) of medicine are often either condensed or amplified in order to be more easily understood by the mass audience. In spite of this, as mentioned above, current television series actually present, on screen, many of the characteristics which according to various scholars determine specialized languages (see for instance: Gotti 2005). As such, episodes from House M.D., for example, can be effectively exploited to demonstrate how, through affixation and compounding, words are formed in the language of medicine, simultaneously offering good exemplifications of notions such as "transparency", "conciseness", "monoreferentiality", and so on.
At the same time, they can suggest interesting points of discussion in terms of the exceptions which medical language regularly exhibits in relation to these general features. Any episode can thus become the focus of particular teaching units, in order to demonstrate not only the large use of acronyms made in the language of medicine, but also how, in contradiction for example with general features such as monoreferentiality, precision and lack of ambiguity, the same acronyms, within the same specialized field of medicine, can mean different things according to the context in which they are used. Similarly, any episode can become a good exemplification of the way the language of medicine creates neologisms, how it relies on words and affixes of Latin and Greek origin, how it uses numbers, abbreviations, impersonal constructions and so on. In addition, because each episode focuses on particular pathologies, symptoms and cures, working with this kind of material enables teachers to introduce different types of medical lexis.
Obviously, during the initial phase of students' education, when they need to appreciate the way medical terminology works, in order to use and translate it, some of the activities, while based on single episodes, might refer to general medical terms, leaving the investigation of more specific sub-genres to a later phase. Thus, after introducing the notion of 'plain English' and the intralinguistic translation strategies it implies, during the courses discussed here, students were initially required to watch some selected scenes and identify the features that contributed to the 'specialization' of the language used on screen.
For instance, they were initially required to analyse a series of extracts such as the following:
FOREMAN: Let' s keep him on the broad-spectrum antibiotics. And since he' s displaying septic physiology, draw blood for adrenal and thyroid function. Most of the students were able to signal the presence of compound words (antibiotics, neuropathy), words of classical origin (physiology), dense noun groups (multifocal motor neuropathy), acronyms (A.S.L, M.R.I.), eponyms (Lou Gehrig' s disease), whereas they were unable to detect and understand other abbreviated forms such as I.V. or I.G. This exercise, however, was a very useful starting point, which enabled students to identify some of the main features of Medical English while positing the basis for other activities. In fact, they were subsequently required to find the meaning of the various specialized terms and acronyms in English and translate them first intralinguistically (thereby giving an explanation in ordinary language), and then interlinguistically, providing a translation into Italian, using both paper/online dictionaries and corpora. After discussing and, when necessary, filling in the data provided by students, the students were asked to complete a table with the various characteristics of the English words and expressions they had noticed beforehand, the features of Medical English that accounted for them, the definition and, when possible, the translation into ordinary English of those words/expressions and, finally, their translation into Italian: Table 1 With each assignment, students were asked to add to the same table, in order to create a well-documented chart. Indeed, once the first phase of the work on the first extract was concluded, students were asked to analyse extracts from the situation comedy Scrubs such as the following, adopting the same kind of perspective (thus providing a translation first into plain English and then in Italian of some of the most technical terms), also noticing however the linguistic elements that differentiate the two series, assigning the latter to the sub-genre of comedy: J.D.: Anosmia isn't a side-effect of IV imipenem.
Plus, Mr. Blair had nasal polypectomies and septoplasty and his loss of smell is caused by manipulation of his sinuses and the infection, so I didn't make a mistake (Scrubs, Season 2, Episode 5).
Students immediately noticed for instance that the specialized term "anosmia" was translated intralinguistically within the episode itself by having the main character stating "I always thought it was very funny that losing your sense of smell was called anosmia", and immediately recognized the pun the young doctor makes ("Schnozmia"), the term "imipenem" (which upon research they were able to identify as an antibiotic). Thanks to their previous analysis, the acronym "IV", for which this time they were immediately able to give the extended version "intravenous", was then recognized as a marker of specialized language due to its affixation and its Latin origin. Following a discussion of the role played by acronyms in medical language, as witnessed in the previous extracts, one particular episode of Scrubs became truly valuable. In the thirteenth episode of the first season, in fact, Dr. Cox instructs his interns on the meaning of some of the most common acronyms used in medical charts and among doctors:
COX: Now, ladies and germs, I guarantee you that if you get this shorthand down, it has a way of making your day go just a little bit quicker. "C.T.D." of course being "circling down the drain" -your patient is on the way out. "S.O.B." -"Shortness of breath"; and "W.N.L." -"within normal limits". Elvis, you go ahead and feel free to write this down anytime you want before you leave the building, sweetheart. (Scrubs, Season 1, Episode 13, "My Balancing Act").
Using extracts such as the above as a starting point, students were then asked to rely on the new technologies and corpora in order to find other acronyms which are frequently used in the language of medicine, providing their extended expressions, giving their explanation in plain English and finding an equivalent in Italian. However, in order to monitor how much they had retained from the courses they attended in the previous years of their University, and understand what they might find more useful and easier to use, they were asked to indicate all the sources they had consulted and the level of difficulty the various entries they found had entailed.
At the same time, their attention was directed to the strategies of intralinguistic translation such as explicitation typical of popular products and some of the strategies of re-lexicalization, which Tannen (1989) and McCarthy & Carter (1994) described as typical of spoken language. Naturally, teachers have to make sure that the fictionality of these series is emphasized through and through, in so far as what viewers and students are confronted with is not actually spoken, natural language, but a language which was written in order to be recited. However, the spoken mode on which audio-visual products rely is certainly much closer to orality than, for instance, the dialogues in a medical novel such as Oxygen by Cassella (2008) or The Second Opinion by Palmer (2009) , to name just the most recent and popular ones, can be. This aspect determines not only the importance of all those elements that characterize spoken communication (namely, body language, gaze behaviour, intonation, pitch, stress, pace etc.), but also, as the analysis of any episode of House M.D. makes patent, the fact that the language used, when compared to the written language of articles and books, is typically characterized by a lower lexical density, by re-lexicalization as introduced above and by a structure which is generally organized on the basis of the turn-taking system which determines the way actual conversations are organized. These aspects clearly appear consistent with the idea of popularization at the very basis of products such as the two television series on which this article focuses, and have a major impact on the register adopted in the conversations recreated on screen too.
For example, metaphors -which notably play an important role in the language of medicine actually used by professionals -are often exploited in the television series too. In actual fact, one of the stimulating aspects of House M.D., which is typical of the situation comedy Scrubs too, is the fact that, within the intradiegetic (Genette 1972 ) microcosm that the filmic narrative creates, various degrees of specialization are represented. Indeed, we can find situations when specialists from the same field communicate; occasions when one specialist speaks with a specialist from another area (generally House, who specializes in infectiology, and Wilson, who is an oncologist); learning environments in which a doctor interacts with his/her trainees, and circumstances when doctors have to confront 'laymen' (generally the patients themselves or their relatives) and therefore have to translate intralinguistically many of the medical notions they refer to.
As a consequence, television shows such as these might be very stimulating for students, precisely because they present situations they can more easily relate to. Although it is true that the courses under consideration are directed to non-specialists, who will never act as trainees in hospitals, the very fact that the characters are often represented as studying, preparing exams, being tested during the rounds and relating to their professors/doctors, clearly creates a form of sympathy and empathy with their situations as represented on screen and can be perceived as an environment they at least partially know. Furthermore, the presence of a didactic environment entails the enactment of strategies on screen that can prove very useful for extradiegetic receivers too, in so far as they can take advantage of the explanations that, within the intradiegetic world of the television show, are directed to the intradiegetic receivers. At the same time, they help students realize that, were they to act as simultaneous interpreters in hospitals, they would have to take into consideration the strategies of 'popularization' they would have to adopt, together with the necessary interlinguistic strategies, in order to facilitate the communication exchanges between doctors and patients.
In this sense, it was very interesting to analyse some of the metaphors created by Dr. House and his colleagues. During this phase of the course, students were thus required to identify the various semantic fields exploited and compare them to the semantic fields characteristic of actual medical language, on the basis of the studies conducted for example by Hudgkin (1985) , Gotti (2005) and Fuks (2009) . Thus, in the following example, students were able to identify the military metaphor Dr. House resorts to and which plays a fundamental role in actual medical language (among the many, see : Hodgkin 1985 HOUSE: The tumour is Afghanistan, the clot is Buffalo. Does that need more explanation? OK, the tumour is Al Quaeda. We went in and wiped it out, but it has already sent out a splinter cell -a small team of low level terrorists quietly living in some suburb of Buffalo, waiting to kill us all […] It was an excellent metaphor. Angio her brain for this clot before it straps on an explosive vest. (House M.D., Season 2, Episode 2, "Autopsy").
Naturally, other issues became the focus of analysis too. First of all, from a linguistic point of view, the word 'angio' was discussed, as an exemplification of the tendency to abbreviate words in the attempt to be more concise and the changes of grammatical class to which words are often subjected in English Medical Language in order to originate neologisms, as in this case 'angio' is used as a verb with the meaning of 'to perform an angiography'. Naturally, when students were asked to translate this term, they experienced some difficulties, in so far as in the Italian language of medicine, changes of this kind are more difficult and rare. This led them to suggest a diffused translation such as fare una angio [literally, 'do an angio', where the compound angiografia, direct equivalent of angiography, is abbreviated in Italian too]. In addition, cultural and intercultural issues were discussed, in order to assess the acceptability of the references activated by the metaphor used by House and the highly connotative terms he uses on the basis of the context of situation, the participants in the communicative exchange etc.
In a similar way, students were asked to analyse extracts which exhibited, among others, sports metaphors: In this case too, the expression "Idiopathic T-call deficiency" was commented upon from a purely linguistic perspective and translated, in order to add the data to the table created at the beginning of the course. A further cultural issue was also discussed, in so far as the reference to the game of baseball might result obscure (and therefore useless) to an Italian receiver. This both in terms of audio-visual translation and in an imaginary scenario in which students were working as translators in an American hospital where Italian patients were treated.
At a later stage, students were asked to find other documents (either spoken or written) which could testify the importance of these metaphors in the language of medicine. Naturally, as before, this type of assignment represented a good testing ground for the students' research and technological abilities, and touched on both English and Italian medical language. The aim was for students to identify the most common metaphors in one language and the other and see whether some semantic fields were absent or present in one language but not the other. From the results of the students' investigation, they were able to confirm that quite often the metaphors found in English work in Italian as well simply through equivalence. Thus, in Italian, the military metaphor is equally productive and, in a similar way as English Medical Language refers to 'magic bullets' against cancer, in the target language we find pallottole magiche as a privileged metaphor to indicate the chemotherapic drugs (Montagne 1988: 418; Bellani 1991: 285) . However, whereas in the discourse about cancer in English we generally talk about 'rogue cells' (Sontag 1989: 17) , thereby expressing a treacherous entity, in Italian we tend to talk about cellule impazzite ('mad cells ', Cipolla 2004: 107) , thereby shifting the emphasis and the connotative value of the term.
Following this activity, students were asked to translate intralinguistically parts of the text. On this occasion, however, they were required to render in medical English some of the less specialized and semi-technical terminology ordinary people often use into medical English, either on the basis of the episodes from the television series used during the course (where for instance the expression 'banana bag' often substitutes the more technical 'intravenous drip' -see for instance House M.D., Season 1, Episode 10, "Histories"), or by referring to other episodes/series or their own experience. The results were rather interesting for students who for instance identified 'humerus' as a valid equivalent for the ordinary 'upper arm bone'; 'ulna', as the more specialized synonym for 'forearm bone'. Thus, when asked to translate these expressions, they admitted that, on this occasion, Italian has equivalent strategies, contemplating a more ordinary expression for omero [literal rendition of 'humerus'], that translates into braccio (literal translation of 'arm', which is however not qualified as in English in 'upper'), and for ulna, which in ordinary language takes a compound form, resulting in avambraccio.
In order to consolidate students' knowledge, this first phase of the course concluded with some additional activities such as the crossword below. Thanks to such activities, students were able to revise the terms on which the previous lessons focused and consolidate their lexical skills. By being required to find, on the basis of a definition in plain English, the corresponding specialized term which then they had to translate into Italian, this activity also served as a moment of self-assessment which proved, most of the time, highly motivating for students: 
Audio-visual translation and contrastive analysis
Having worked on linguistic, intralinguistic, interlinguistic, situational, and cultural issues, taking as a starting point the language presented in the audiovisual products introduced above, the students were then engaged more directly with issues related to the audio-visual translation of the same filmic texts. Obviously, one of the main career options for students attending courses of English Linguistics and Translation is to work as translators. However, while attending their third year usually students have not yet made a clear decision as to the type of translation they want to specialize in (specialized, audiovisual, editorial etc.) . As a consequence, the second part of the course aimed at showing how a different kind of translation (in this case audio-visual) might work.
For this reason, students were asked to work on the same extracts they had examined previously, performing however a contrastive analysis of the original texts and their dubbed versions. Thus, after watching how the same scenes were rendered in Italian, students were required first to investigate whether features such as intonation, turn-taking, hedges etc. were subjected to any change during the translation process.
They were then required to work on the scripts themselves, creating another table in order to report the way the source text was dubbed, the strategy adopted on those situations and, if the translation was different from the one they had suggested during the previous phase, their own option. Table 2 For instance, students immediately noticed that from the very first scene analysed there were some omissions in the dubbed version. Thus, the target option for the expression "broad-spectrum antibiotics" -namely "antibiotici a largo spettro" -corresponded to the option suggested by the students themselves, who either on the basis of their life experience or through the searches they carried out during the first phase of the course (in particular concordance searching), could confirm that this was the equivalent in the Italian language of medicine. Yet, the remaining sentence ("And since he' s displaying septic physiology, draw blood for adrenal and thyroid function") appeared lacking various elements which, in the source text, added to the 'scientific information' presented within the show. Indeed, no reference to "septic physiology", or "adrenal function" is made, whereas the expression "to draw blood" (which indicates a specific diagnostic test) is rendered with a much vaguer "fare un controllo" (meaning 'to check'). Since most students had translated all the elements of the sentence, they were encouraged to consider the reasons that might have led translators to render the sentence in such a way, and the consequences this choice could have on the target text and its receivers. Naturally, the possibility that the choice of translation procedures such as omission and reduction was determined by the technical constraints that audio-visual translation imposes was taken into consideration. However, the word count of this first turn demonstrated that the Italian text was actually shorter than the English. During a short role-play, students actually timed themselves when delivering this first part of the dialogue, and proved that, even without relying on the new advances in technology, which enable to either reduce or increase the speed of the utterance and modify facial and lip movements of actors to synchronize their speed in the target language, a much more complete and faithful translation such as the one they had produced would have been possible. This was further confirmed by the translation found later on in the same extract, when "Guillain-Barré", which in the English version does not collocate with any other word, in the dubbed text is rendered as "Sindrome di Guillain-Barré" (literally Guillain-Barré' s disease), thus adding ten characters to the original. Clearly, students agreed on the fact that the omissions noted above, while not hindering the general meaning of the source text and enabling Italian receivers to enjoy the television show, diluted the specialization of the text itself, thereby changing the thematic and figurative isotopies (Greimas 1966) of the original. From a psychological and emotive perspective, then, this was a very important moment for students, not only because they felt quite pleased with themselves, but also because they realized that the level of precision required by specialized translation might well be called for in other types (and much more popular) translations too. Another aspect that students noticed was the fact that the acronym A.L.S., which in the English version is translated intralinguistically immediately after its first appearance as "Lou Gehrig' s disease", in the Italian version is rendered first with the Italian acronym "S.L.A." and, immediately afterwards, as "Sclerosi Laterale Amiotrofica", equivalent and literal translation of "Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis".
At this stage, students were already aware of the fact that eponyms are often used in the language of medicine to indicate a specific condition. During the previous part of the course, in fact, this extract was used as the starting point to illustrate how the language of medicine is actually characterized by many exceptions to the very notion of 'lack of ambiguity' which is often cited as typical of specialized languages. In particular, since students had, in their reading list, extracts from Strasser' s "Tour de Babel" (1980), and Gotti (2005), they were aware of the fact that the same pathology can be identified by many different terms in English. They were also able to note two important features: first that sometimes not only the same medical condition can be identified by its scientific name and the name of the person who discovered either the disease or the cure, but also that, since various researches from different countries sometimes claim to be the discoverers of the same scientific discovery, the latter is subsequently indicated by different eponyms according to the nation in which it is referred to (see Gotti 2005: 36-37) . In this specific case, through the search they had carried out earlier in the course, students knew that this medical condition is known, in Italy too, as il morbo di Lou Gehrig (literally 'Lou Gehrig' s disease'), after the famous baseball player from the New York Yankees who was diagnosed with this neurological disease in 1939. Thus, when asked which might be the consequences of this translation choice, the students recognized that by simply using the extended version of the acronym, the Italian text seemed to obscure an important characteristic of medical language in both its English and its Italian varieties (see for example Gelmetti 2015).
A similar approach to the translation of acronyms was noticed in the following lines too, where the original 'A.V.M.', rather than being translated into the corresponding Italian acronym (M.A.V.), is immediately rendered explicit in the translation through recourse to the extended formula which, in English, reads 'Arterio-Venous Malformation' and which in Italian becomes Malformazioni arterovenose. Likewise, the two acronyms 'I.V. I.G.' (which by now students had learned stand for 'Intravenous immunoglobulin'), are translated by adopting the same procedures into Immunoglobulina in vena. Finally, the acronym 'M.R.I.' ('Magnetic resonance imaging') was discussed. Indeed, most of the students had previously translated it with the Italian equivalent R.M.I. -namely risonanza magnetica per immagini. Rather than opting for the Italian acronym, however, the dubbed version presents an explicit translation, abbreviating the Italian definition as risonanza (literally, 'resonance'). As a matter of fact, this specific radiology examination is often indicated in Italian by the shorter acronym R.M. and is often referred to simply as risonanza magnetica. In consideration of the intradiegetic situational context and the interlocutors engaged in the communicative act, as well as the popularization typical of the product in which the term is inserted, the latter was actually the option selected by most of the students, who, on the basis of the searches they had carried out, deemed the Italian dubbing too imprecise, as the same word assumes a different meaning in medicine, physics, chemistry etc.
This phase dedicated to the contrastive analysis of the source and target texts, then, resulted very useful at more than one level, in so far as, while giving the students a great deal of self-confidence, confirmed once more that the initial phases of the translation process, devoted to the analysis of the source text and the necessary searches, are actually essential.
On the basis of the various strategies students had identified in the rendition of the dialogues of the television shows, the following stage of the course focused on the specific element of titles and the way they were rendered into Italian.
After making available to students a chart with various episode titles and their respective translations, they were asked to indicate whether they considered the target titles acceptable or unacceptable and why, encouraging them to find alternative solutions if needed.
For example, the title of the third episode of the first season, which in the original reads "Occam' s Razor", was translated into Italian as "Una sfida per House" ("A challenge for House"). Although students acknowledged the fact that the choice of this substitution does not actually affect the general meaning of the episode, they also recognized that the omission of this reference impinges on the register of the episode itself, omitting the introduction of a scientific notion into the title which clearly works as a cohesive device within the filmic narrative in its entirety. Yet, the principle to which "Occam' s Razor" refers -namely the idea that among competing hypotheses that predict equally well, the one with the fewest assumptions should be selected because, even though more complicated solutions may ultimately prove to provide more accurate diagnoses, the fewer assumptions are made, the better -is very well known all over the world. In particular, since the phrase has appeared as the title of songs (see for instance: "Occam' s Razor", Porcupine Tree 2009) and in other products of mass production (comics, sitcoms etc.), the students were quite familiar with it, and for the most part knew that in Italian the standard translation is, literally, Il rasoio di Occam, the alternative which they proposed as a more acceptable translation.
Clearly, the substitution procedure performed in the translation of the title of the third episode of the first season -which in the original reads "Humpty Dumpty" and is rendered in Italian as Sensi di colpa ('Guilt') -was deemed by students slightly more justified from a cultural point of view. In point of fact, the original title refers to the character of a very famous English nursery rhyme, which however might not be so well known in Italy, in spite of the fact that it was the protagonist of the animated film Puss in Boots (2011) . For this reason, some of the students opted for the reinstatement of the original title, justifying their choice also by referring to the fact that very often when first names are present in a title, the name is left unchanged and the zero-translation strategy is selected.
Similarly, the translation of the title of the episode commented upon above (House M.D., Season 1, Episode 9) , namely "D.N.R.", which was rendered as Rianimazione vietata ("It is forbidden to reanimate"), raised more than one issue. Indeed, on this occasion, the acronym, which in English means 'Do Not Resuscitate/Reanimate', is in fact explicitated and translated intralinguistically, so that the Italian title does not present a short acronym but a much longer expression, an aspect which, as the students themselves recognized, loses in effectiveness and halves the impact of the original title. In addition, the expression that was selected among the various possible, does not actually correspond to the one normally used in Italian medical language. As students acknowledged, the exact same acronym does in fact exist in Italy too, where it stands for Da non rianimare (D.N.R.). As a consequence, by adopting this formula, the Italian text would not even have needed the application of the usual procedure of re-ordering which, as the work on these extracts has proven, is regularly adopted. More importantly, it would have maintained the same level of specialization of the source text, referring from the very beginning to actual medical language. Consequently, the way this title was translated appeared rather inaccurate to students, precisely because it seemed to ignore the genre of the original to which the translated text should equally belong.
A rather analogous, albeit perhaps even more relevant example, corresponds to the title of the whole series itself, which the students had not actually considered before. Indeed, the way the acronym 'M.D.' present in the title of the series, is rendered in the Italian version of the television show, represents another example of how translation often disregards the implications of the specialized language used in the original text. In point of fact, the original 'M.D.' means Medicinae Doctor in Latin, thereby pointing to the influence that Latin (and classical languages in general), have on the language of medicine. However, in Italian, the acronym remains unchanged but is subjected to a change of meaning, finally indicating Medical Division. The English expression Italian viewers are confronted with, however, can refer to any ward of a hospital, thus giving no indication of the ward in which House and his team work, namely infectiology.
Certainly, the rendition of acronyms poses various kinds of problems to translators. For instance, as far as the extract from Scrubs analysed above is concerned, it is worth noting that the first acronym mentioned by Dr. Cox -namely 'C.T.D.' ('Circling the drain', which is occasionally substituted, in English, by the acronym 'F.T.D.', meaning 'Fixing to die') (see : Segen 2011) , is not actually translated but substituted by the acronym D.N.R. which, as students had learned above, means Da non rianimare. Thus, the original acronym, which represents an expression typical of the informal and colloquial register doctors might adopt, for reasons of conciseness, when compiling the medical records of the patients or communicating intraspecialistically with other doctors or nurses, is translated by resorting to an acronym which expresses not only a different level of register, but also an altogether different meaning. As students immediately recognized, in fact, whereas in the first case the patient is dying despite the efforts made by the medical staff, in the second either the patient or his/her family has expressed the wish to avoid what is usually referred to as futile medical care. Despite this difference, the students approved the strategy of compensation adopted here, in so far as it introduced a more scientific language in the Italian version of the show.
Different is the case with 'S.O.B.' ('Shortness of Breath'), the acronym that students initially translated as B.P.C.O. The latter stands for the condition known in Italian as Broncopneumopatia Cronica Ostruttiva, which indicates one of the causes for the shortness of breath indicated by the English acronym, thereby remaining within the same semantic field. In spite of this, within the show, the English acronym is translated according to a procedure of substitution. In the Italian filmic text, it is in fact replaced with G.D.S., meaning Gastro-duodenoscopia, a term normally abbreviated in gastroscopia, which refers, literally to a 'gastroscopy'. On this occasion too, then, the students were rather surprised to see how the dubbed version, while maintaining the formal recourse to an acronym (an aspect which certainly helps assigning this product to the medical field, and allows to recognize the language utilized within the episode as belonging to the macro-category of English for Medical Purposes), introduces completely different elements: whereas in the original text Dr. Cox refers to a symptom, in Italian he talks about a specific diagnostic test. Not only this, but the two versions refer to completely different parts of the human body, which students were easily able to confirm by retrieving different types of informative material, from written texts (UK NHS website), to videos (YouTube) and illustrations (online).
On the contrary, the acronym 'W.N.L.' ('Within normal limits', is rendered in Italian with the corresponding N.L.N., meaning Nei limiti della norma. On other occasions too, as noted by students, the interlinguistic translation is respectful of the expressions and the terminology typical of the Italian language of medicine, so that, for instance, 'Whipple' s triad' is rendered, through a faithful translation, as La triade di Whipple. Likewise, 'jaw claudication', which offered a good opportunity to tackle once more the importance of etymology and the history of language, was rendered faithfully in the target language. As students appreciated by consulting the Online Etymology Dictionary, the second term derives from the Middle French (13 th century) claudication or directly from the Latin form claudicationem, the accusative form of the feminine noun which actually appears in the Italian dubbing in the nominative form claudicatio. From this, the Italian claudicatio della mandibola we find in the target text. Naturally, the term testifies to the classical origin of both English and Italian medical language, an aspect confirmed by many other words and expressions retrievable in the series, where the same procedures of reordering and diffusion are applied (see for instance 'Temporal arteritis', which is translated literally as arterite temporale. However, students were able to identify that, in the translation of 'ataxia dysarthria' for instance, the approach was much more literal and word-for-word, thus resulting in atassia disartria.
Access to the Online Etymology Dictionary, stimulated students, who were then encouraged to investigate the origins of some of the specialized terms encountered so far, and analyse their various component parts. Thus, 'biopsy' was identified as a compound form from the Greek bi-, combining a form of bios, that is to say 'life', and opsis, meaning 'sight', which justified the fact that it was rendered with the direct equivalent which, being equally of Greek origin, results in biopsia. This approach became particularly useful in the interpretation and rendition of a brief monologue Elliot has in front of the new interns who have recently arrived at the hospital of the Sacred Heart where the series is set, during which she describes the mnemonic trick she has invented for herself in order to remember the bones in the hand. Table 3 At first sight, students expressed a positive assessment of the translation offered by the television show, which seemed quite accurate in terms of register, genre and the specialization of the language used. They noted that some of the translations of the proximal (semi-lunare for 'lunate') and distal raw (cuneiforme for 'triquetrum') appeared quite distant from the original, but after consulting the Italian etymological dictionary (online), they realized that, if this is so, it is because of the addition of a prefix in the first case and a different etymology in the second. Nevertheless, further research confirmed that both terms belong to the Italian language of medicine, and therefore represent effective equivalent in terms of translation. Yet, the translation of 'triquetrum' with cuneiforme (literally 'cuneiform'), raised some issues as students themselves discovered that in Italian the term identifies three bones of the foot and therefore seemed out of context both verbally (in that all the other bones mentioned by Eliot refer to the hand) and visually (since the character indicates one by one the location of these bones in her hand as she names them). During this part of the course the image below was presented to students in order to help them visualize the bones Elliot is referring to in the scene described supra. Indeed, the importance of making referents concrete, in order to help students relate to them more easily has since long been recognized (among others : Mannan 2005) . Furthermore, the essential role that images can have in a learning environment has been largely discussed (among others : Clark, Lyons 2004) . Indeed, as Mayer suggests, illustrations -especially when they visualize and further explain what is initially presented in a different modality -can heighten students' curiosity and their interest, helping them build useful mental models (Mayer 1989) , and focussing their attention on the relevant information. Because of this, during the course a brief activity on the basis of figure 2, which presented the same information communicated in the scene reported above was devised. Students were in fact required to complete the image by integrating the Italian translation of the various terms not according to the translations provided in the situation comedy but relying on their own research work: This actually proved very useful, since it further encouraged them to acquire materials and do research autonomously -both important aspects from the perspective of critical thinking (Fisher & Scriven 1997) and, naturally, essential in the formation of translators. Not only this. In fact, it was precisely this work of research that enabled the non-specialist students of the courses to identify, in the Italian audio-visual translation, the presence of a term belonging to the wrong semantic field (the bones of the foot rather than the bones of the hand).
It therefore appears evident that an amusing scene too such as the above can represent a good starting point to introduce some basic vocabulary. Moreover, if supported by activities such as those based on figure 2, it could render the impact of specialized translation less intimidating and more motivating, thereby resulting in better language acquisition. Indeed, if students feel at ease, they experience lower anxiety and therefore learn and perform better (see for example Peirce 1995; Arnold 2001 ). In addition, mistakes could also be usefully exploited and through activities such as 'Can you find the mistake?' or 'Find the odd one out', might represent a challenge for students, who can be thus further stimulated. This is particularly true when dealing with products such as Scrubs, where the humoristic tones of the filmic text turn it into a very valuable tool, through which students can practice their translation skills at more than one level.
As illustrated above, in fact, many scenes of the show can be used to focus not only on particular lexical items (their formation, their etymology, their equivalents etc.), but also on interlinguistic translation and the type of register and intralinguistic strategies that could be adopted when acting in different situational contexts, defined by participants who differ from the point of view of status, education, age etc. For instance, the dialogues between doctors and patients we see represented on screen might well be studied from this particular perspective, in order to see whether the tenor (Halliday 1978) that the television series assigns to these communicative exchanges, actually reproduces the tenor real life doctors adopt with their patients, as studied for example by Wodak (1997) , Roberts (2000) , Adegbite & Odebunmi (2006) , Li, H.Z. et al. (2007) , Belder et al. (2013) , among others. During the courses this article is based on, this issue became very relevant in the discussion of House M.D., where the protagonist often appears extremely abrasive when relating to both his colleagues and his patients. In Scrubs, on the contrary, the humour to which the characters resort in the intradiegetic world of the television series -is actually very sharp and sometimes rather offensive, especially between colleagues -creates a different kind of relationship between doctors and patients. Even though the patients do not always find the doctors' jokes funny (see for instance J.D.' s pun 'Schnozmia' above), the efforts made by the young doctor to put the patient at ease will probably be perceived as amusing by the extradiegetic receivers, who therefore are bound to be more prone to absorb some of the aspects presented in the show.
Furthermore, these topics were useful to encourage students reflect upon the different approaches typical of the various 'typologies' of doctors represented on screen, noticing differences in register, intonation patterns, gaze behaviours, body language, and so on.
Conclusions
As suggested above, the multimodal and multimedia approach outlined here therefore appears consistent with the different approach to medicine propounded by Medical Humanities, in so far as it focuses on both formal issues connected to the specialization of the language of medicine and issues more closely related to the interaction between the senders and the receivers of the message.
Indeed, as David Crystal (2012) suggested, albeit referring to legal language, specialized language should be 'translated' in order to suit the receivers' needs.
The attention to the receiver of the translated text and the recourse to strategies able to obtain not only formal accuracy but actual communication, thus identify a different kind of professional figure within the field of specialized translation.
Naturally, the discussion developed in this paper is, for reasons of space, limited. However, the path outlined here represents an ongoing project which should result not only in further research but a fruitful topic for seminars, masterclasses and translation schools. I thus hope this work has suggested at least some of the activities that proved particularly useful in fostering language awareness and critical reflection.
As suggested above, students' feedback to the general organization of the courses and the activities proposed were actually very positive and resulted in various projects they developed either for their end of course examination or for their final dissertations. In addition, quite a few students became very interested in medical translation and enrolled in specific courses during the postgraduate phase of their academic career.
